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As organizations continue to demand cost cutting measures and adoption of best practices, law firms are under mounting pressure to provide not only effective litigation counsel, but also the latest technology and review options at the most competitive cost possible. In response, many firms built internal infrastructure and technology, resulting in huge startup costs, expensive and never-ending upkeep, fixed labor costs while lacking the flexibility to adapt and the ability to charge back to clients.

Facing these challenges, a growing number of firms are turning to outsourcing partners to fill the technology gap, access specialized expertise, free up fixed costs, and mitigate risks. It is a win-win for both corporations and firms.

Set free from technical complexity and focus on core competency

While discovery is a crucial part of legal cases, it is more about technology than law. The non-legal tasks like ESI processing, forensic analysis, database creation and storage hosting are very complex and intricate. They require technology and a high degree of skills that are outside of law firms’ core competency. Relying on a partner specializing in discovery and document review enables firms to focus on what they do best and gives firms a competitive edge in today’s challenging environment.

Eliminate significant investments and avoid high Total Cost of Ownership (TCO)

Many discovery necessities depend on the latest technology. Technology often requires large initial investment in hardware and software, and continued upgrade and replacement to keep up with changing technology. On top of this, there is significant overhead associated with recruiting and training skilled technical staff who use and maintain the infrastructure and the tools. By working with an outsourcing partner, firms can avoid being locked in with expensive fixed costs and high TCO, and leverage economy of scale created by specialized partners.

Take advantage of specialized skills, proven process, and latest technology

Managed services provide instant access to highly skilled talent, proven litigation support procedures and protocols, optimized workflow, and the newest technology on the market. Firms enjoy all these benefits without incurring fixed costs, vetting an endless list of litigation hardware and software, or constantly upgrading technology. Firms can use managed services on-demand and the variable costs are much easier to charge back to clients.

Mitigate risk

Litigation support and document review involves complex and highly technical processes. From identifying
data sets, collecting data, producing privileged documents to opposing counsel, to protecting data from
cyber-attacks, every phase of the litigating process presents risk, especially when law firms operate outside
of their technical expertise. Law firms can reduce these risks for processing ESI by handing these critical
tasks over to a managed services partner that has the expertise and infrastructure required.

Why Should DTI Be Your Partner of Choice?

Recognized industry leader with deep domain expertise
DTI is a leading legal process outsourcing organization and offers services through all stages of the
discovery lifecycle. Our repeatable and defensible processes, tried-and-true review workflows, quality
control procedures and reporting protocols are built on best practices and are adopted as industry standard.
We handle the most complex projects that require foreign language fluency, deep technical knowledge,
and global coordination. Our global data centers offer the most comprehensive security controls to ensure
complete security.

Unmatched expertise in Relativity
Relativity is the premier review tool in use today. DTI has the most experienced Relativity team in the
industry. Our certified Relativity professionals are strategically placed across the country to support clients’
needs locally.

Customizable services, scalable capacity
DTI delivers tailored managed services based on each unique client requirement. We have the infrastructure,
knowledge and experience to construct custom processes to fit the specific needs of each project, and
provide flexible engagement models. This allows us to offer custom solutions at highest quality and the
lowest possible cost.

With a global footprint, more than 1,500 contracted review attorneys, and a candidate database of over
30,000 professionals, DTI has the scale-up capacity to handle projects of any size.

Expertise within arm’s reach on a global scale
50 markets + 77 offices + 13 knowledge centers + 5 regional technology centers + 3 data centers = a network
of experts, resources and knowledge ready to serve our clients wherever they are. In addition to discovery
and document review support, our local offices also provide court reporting, litigation scanning, volume
printing, and other key on-site office services for holistic and comprehensive litigation support solutions.

Leveraging DTI on-site resources
When you partner with DTI for on-site office support, our staff on premise can act as intake personnel
for ESI and traditional paper discovery projects. They are highly trained and have the knowledge to route
projects to the best and most appropriate on-site, or off-site teams. This ecosystem of integrated services
from DTI allows attorneys, paralegals, and other firm staff to remain focused on their clients and the firm’s business. The logistics and time needed to ensure projects are being completed in the most efficient and cost effective manner is left in the hands of DTI.

The unique combination of the litigation support infrastructure at DTI and managed review capabilities sets DTI apart and has earned the trust of many law firms for long-standing repeat partnerships. We hope you join them and let DTI assist your firm in reducing costs, capturing efficiencies, managing risks, improving client satisfaction, and also becoming more nimble to get ahead and thrive. Visit dtiglobal.com or contact Peter Balis at pbalis@dtiglobal.com to learn more.

About DTI

DTI is a leading legal process outsourcing (LPO) company serving law firms and corporations around the globe. DTI helps its clients accelerate the changes they must make to remain competitive. DTI is a preeminent leader in the management of information and processes. The company manages risks and minimizes costs associated with complex litigation and compliance functions. The extensive experience in eDiscovery, managed services, litigation support and court reporting is unmatched in the industry. To learn more about DTI’s global footprint, flexibility, capacity and world-class project management, visit www.DTIGlobal.com.